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Polymers are essential to biology because they can have enough stable degrees of freedom to store the molecular code of heredity and to
express the sequences needed to manufacture new molecules. Through these they perform or control virtually every function in life. Although
some biopolymers are created and spend their entire career in the relatively large free space inside cells or organelles, many biopolymers
must migrate through a narrow passageway to get to their targeted destination. This suggests the questions: How does confining a polymer
affect its behavior and function? What does that tell us about the interactions between the monomers that comprise the polymer and the
molecules that confine it? Can we design and build devices that mimic the functions of these nanoscale systems? The NATO Advanced
Research Workshop brought together for four days in Bikal, Hungary over forty experts in experimental and theoretical biophysics, molecular
biology, biophysical chemistry, and biochemistry interested in these questions. Their papers collected in this book provide insight on
biological processes involving confinement and form a basis for new biotechnological applications using polymers. In his paper Edmund
DiMarzio asks: What is so special about polymers? Why are polymers so prevalent in living things? The chemist says the reason is that a
protein made of N amino acids can have any of 20 different kinds at each position along the chain, resulting in 20 N different polymers, and
that the complexity of life lies in this variety.
The conference addressed the main topics of Polymer Science. Scientists from different areas were involved and the covered topics may
excite a wide range of scientists from PhD students to research group leaders. People working in any of the research fields of Polymer
Timescales, Polymer based Composites and Nano-composites, Polymer chemistry and physics. TOP is an evolving, dynamic conference that
embraces cutting edge research topics and emerging scientists. It was thought having as a primary objective the meeting of a number of
researchers working within the area of timescales of polymers, conceived as the background driving force for the progress of knowledge in
many field of Polymer Science.
Polymer nanotechnology offers exciting benefits to the food industry, including better materials for food packaging and safer foods on
supermarket shelves with lower incidences of contamination. Ecosustainable Polymer Nanomaterials for Food Packaging: Innovative
Solutions, Characterization Needs, Safety and Environmental Issues examines the complete life cycle of packaging based on polymer
nanomaterials. Focusing on current developments in nanomaterial packaging applications most likely to be accepted by consumers and
attract regulatory attention in the immediate future, the book begins with a general introduction to current issues and future trends. The
remaining chapters explore: The concept of "ethical design"—putting into practice key ideas such as the precautionary principle and
presenting a model for accountability, responsibility, and ethical consideration The evolution of the rheology, structure, and morphology of
nanomaterials with regard to processing conditions and constituents The application of plasma technologies for the production of barrier
coatings on polymeric materials by nonequilibrium gas discharges Nanomaterials for food packaging developed from oil polymers
(polyolefins) and from renewable resource polymers The use of cellulose nanowhiskers for food biopackaging and edible nano-laminate
coatings The interactions of nanomaterials with food Examples of degradation under natural weathering, exposure, and recycling The book
concludes with a discussion on the use of polymer nanocomposite materials for food packaging applications. From raw material selection to
properties characterization to marketing and disposal, the expert contributors consider the balance between cost and performance, risk and
benefit, and health and environmental issues. They also identify barriers to progress that prevent a complete successful development of the
new technology and recommend strategies for further advancement.
Over the years, archaeologists have developed a number of techniques for conserving historical artifacts for future generations. Along with
these techniques, researchers have developed a series of ethical principles for treating materials in a way that allows them to be not only
observed and analyzed for the present, but also in re-studied in the future. Conservation techniques used up to now, however, have provided
artifacts only a limited lifespan, and in some cases they do not work well with water-logged materials. Within the past few years,
archaeological chemistry and concerns of longevity testing have become central issues in the development of conservation treatment
strategies. This problem became particularly acute when members of the Texas A&M Nautical Archaeology Program were called on to
conserve artifacts from La Belle, the sunken ship of La Salle excavated in the 1990s off the coast of Texas by the Texas Historical
Commission. "Entombed in the mud that sealed it from decay for over three centuries," C. Wayne Smith writes in his introduction, "the
waterlogged hull and hundreds of thousands of fragile artifacts, including brain matter in the skull of one unfortunate sailor, would have been
a futile conservation effort without new preservation technologies."Working with Dow Corning Corporation, Texas A&M’s Archaeological
Preservation Research Lab (APRL), and the Conservation Research Lab (CRL), Smith and his colleagues in A&M’s Nautical Archaeology
Program set out to develop a series of chemistries and techniques that would provide successful and affordable treatment strategies for
organic materials. In this ground-breaking description of the processes and materials that were developed, Smith explains these techniques
in ways that will allow museums and historical societies to conserve more stable artifacts for traveling exhibits and interactive displays and
will allow researchers to conserve new discoveries without sacrificing important information. Beyond the advantages offered by polymer
replacement (Passivation Polymer) technologies, Smith considers a concept seldom addressed in conservation: artistry. Variance in
equipment, relative humidity, laboratory layout, intended results, and level of expertise all affect researchers’ ability to obtain consistent and
aesthetically correct samples and require a willingness to explore treatment parameters and combinations of polymers. Smith prescribes an
effective layout for day-to-day conservation of small organic artifacts and then examines some of the mechanical techniques used to process
various organic materials from marine and land sites. He concludes with an exploration of new tools and technologies that can help
conservators devise more effective conservation strategies, including CT scans and Computer Aided Design images and stereolithography.
All archaeologists, conservators, and museologists working with perishable artifacts will benefit from the careful explication of these new
processes, and those wishing to incorporate some or all of them will find the step-by-step instructions for doing so.
This text follows a broad sequence of preparation, characterization, physical and mechanical properties and structure-property relations.
Polymers: Chemistry and Physics of Modern Materials, Second Edition covers several methods of polymerization, properties, and advanced
applications such as liquid crystals and polymers used in the electronics industry. Topics also include Step-Growth, Free Radical Addition,
and Ionic Polymerization; Copolymerization; Polymer Stereochemistry and Characterization; Structure-Property Relationship; Polymer Liquid
Crystals; and Polymers for the Electronics Industry.
This book presents an overview of nanostructure determination and ways to find relationships to the electronic and optical properties. The
methods described can be applied to a large number of other granular metal-insulator systems and used as a guideline for characterisation
and modelling. In addition, the book describes the manufacture of artificially structured nanomaterials using laser or electron-beam irradiation.
This book focuses on biodegradable polymers that are already in clinical use or under clinical development. Synthetic and natural polymers
will be included. This excludes polymers that have been investigated and did not reach clinical development. The purpose of this book is to
provide updated status of the polymers that are clinical use and those that are now being developed for clinical use and hopefully will reach
the clinic during the next 5 years. The book provides information that of interest to academics and practicing researchers including chemists,
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biologists and bioengineers and users: physicians, pharmacists.
Discussing theory and transport, synthesis, processing, properties, and applications, this second edition of a standard resource covers
advances in the field of electrically conducting polymers and contains more than 1500 drawings, photographs, tables, and equations.
Maintaining the style of presentation and depth of coverage that made the first edition so popular, it contains the authoritative contributions of
an interdisciplinary team of world-renowned experts encompassing the fields of chemistry, physics, materials science, and engineering. The
Handbook of Conducting Polymers highlights progress, delineates improvements, and examines novel tools for polymer and materials
scientists..
With a focus on structure-property relationships, this book describes how polymer morphology affects properties and how scientists can
modify them. The book covers structure development, theory, simulation, and processing; and discusses a broad range of techniques and
methods. • Provides an up-to-date, comprehensive introduction to the principles and practices of polymer morphology • Illustrates major
structure types, such as semicrystalline morphology, surface-induced polymer crystallization, phase separation, self-assembly, deformation,
and surface topography • Covers a variety of polymers, such as homopolymers, block copolymers, polymer thin films, polymer blends, and
polymer nanocomposites • Discusses a broad range of advanced and novel techniques and methods, like x-ray diffraction, thermal analysis,
and electron microscopy and their applications in the morphology of polymer materials
Synthesizing the raw data needed for a wide variety of industrial applications, this work supplies up-to-date advanced in research on star,
hyperbranched and dendritic polymers. It provides detailed descriptions of the size and shape of the molecules that make up these polymers,
as well as their biological advances, low viscosity in solution and substrate-holding properties.
The VI International Conference on “Times of Polymers (TOP) and Composites” was held on June 2012 (Ischia-Italy). This was the fourth of
a series of biennial workshops on “polymers timescales” resulting from a joint initiative of the Second University of Naples-SUN and the
University of Naples Federico II. Scientists from chemistry to physics to engineering areas formed a homogeneous community as the
contributions, even if spanning on very different topics, subtend the concept of timescale of polymer based materials.
One of the most exciting areas of polymer research is the study of interfacial phenomena and their practical applications. This major work
reviews the key research in this important area and is used in such areas as biomaterials. Part one looks at the thermodynamics, kinetics and
other fundamental properties of polymer surfaces and interfaces. The second part of the book reviews ways of characterising and
manipulating interfacial phenomena. It includes examples of practical applications such as vaccine delivery, tissue engineering and the
development of therapeutic lung surfactants. With its distinguished editor and international team of contributors, Molecular interfacial
phenomena of polymers and biopolymers is a standard work on understanding polymeric interfacial properties and their medical and other
practical applications. Reviews key research in this hot area including biomaterials Examines polymeric interfacial properties and reviews
medical and other practical applications Edited by a leading authority with contributions from distinguished experts worldwide
Statistical physics is one of the fundamental branches of modern science. It provides a useful tool constructing a bridge from the microscopic
to the macroscopic world. In the last forty years, most of the extensive applications have been made successfully in a variety of fields, such
as physics, chemistry, biology, materials science, and even astronomy, where many new concepts and methods have been developed.The
purpose of this meeting is to provide an opportunity for young researchers in experimental, theoretical and computational fields to
communicate with one another using the common language of statistical physics, and thus foster many-body interactions among themselves.
This book contains the proceedings of the Symposium on FT-IR Characterization of Polymers, which was held under the auspices of the
Division of Polymer Chemistry, American Chemical Society (ACS) during the annual ACS meeting in Philadelphia, August, 1984. The content
of each paper has been substantially extended from the papers presented during the conference. Due to the accidental, irrecoverable loss of
the entire contents of the book by the computer system used for editorial purposes, the publication of this book has been delayed more than
one year over the initial scheduled date. It has been a continuous, frustrating experience for the editor as well as for the authors. An extended
Murphy's law, -anything can go wrong goes multiply wrong- has been demonstrated in editor's office. It necessitated, otherwise unnecessary,
repeated proof reading during which time the editor had valuable experience ~n familiarizing himself with each paper much more than usual.
The papers in this book are state-of-the-art even after such a delay. It is the authors pride and integrity toward the quality of each paper that
makes the value of this book long lasting, while responsibility of the loss of any timeliness rests at the editor's hand. For the purpose of official
records, submission and acceptance dates must be stated. All papers had been submitted by September, 1984, and had been accepted for
publication by November, 1984, after the critical review processes.
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This thesis presents experimental and theoretical investigations of the connection between the time asymmetry in the short-time
evolution of particle clusters and the intrinsic irreversibility of turbulent flows due to the energy cascade. The term turbulence
describes a special state of a continuous medium in which many interacting degrees of freedom are excited. One of the interesting
phenomena observed in turbulent flows is their time irreversibility. When milk is stirred into coffee, for example, highly complex and
interwoven structures are produced, making the mixing process irreversible. This behavior can be analyzed in more detail by
studying the dispersion of particle clusters. Previous experimental and numerical studies on the time asymmetry in two-particle
dispersion indicate that particles separate faster backwards than forwards in time, but no conclusive explanation has yet been
provided. In this thesis, an experimental study on the short-time behavior of two- and four-particle dispersion in a turbulent water
flow between two counter-rotating propellers is presented. A brief but rigorous theoretical analysis reveals that the observed time
irreversibility is closely linked to the turbulence energy cascade. Additionally, it is demonstrated experimentally that the addition of
minute amounts of polymers to the flow has a significant impact on multi-particle dispersion due to an alteration of the energy
cascade.
"Readership : ... People working in any of the research fields of Polymer Timescales, Polymer based Composites and Nanocomposites, Polymer chemistry and physics."--Document web.
This authoritative, widely cited book has been used all over the world. Properties of Polymers, Fourth Edition incorporates the
latest developments in the field while maintaining the core objectives of previous editions: to correlate properties with chemical
structure and to describe methods that permit the estimation and prediction of numerical properties from chemical structure, i.e.
nearly all properties of the solid, liquid, and dissolved states of polymers. Extends coverage of critical topics such as electrical and
magnetic properties, rheological properties of polymer melts, and environmental behavior and failure Discusses liquid crystalline
polymers across chapters 6, 15, and 16 for greater breadth and depth of coverage Increases the number of supporting illustrations
from approximately 250 (in the previous edition) to more than 400 to further aid in visual understanding
A balanced and concise coverage of inorganic polymers Inorganic polymers contain elements other than carbon as part of their
principal backbone structure and are known to exhibit a wide range of composition and structure. Emphasizing physical properties,
chemical synthesis, and characterization of inorganic polymers, Inorganic and Organometallic Polymers presents valuable and
informative coverage of the field. With numerous examples of real-world practical applications and end-of-chapter exercises,
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Inorganic and Organometallic Polymers is suitable for use as a text in special topics in organic and polymer chemistry courses.
The book features useful sections on: Classification schemes for inorganic polymers Synthesis of inorganic polymers, including
step-growth syntheses, chain polymerizations, ring-opening polymerizations, and reductive coupling reactions Practical inorganic
polymer chemistry topics such as polymer elastomers, dental and medical polymers, lubricants, lithographic resists, pre-ceramics,
and more Inorganic and Organometallic Polymers is a valuable one-volume introduction for professional and student inorganic
chemists, polymer chemists, and materials scientists.
Organic electronics is one of the most exciting emerging areas of materials science. It is a highly interdisciplinary research area
involving scientists and engineers who develop organic molecules with interesting properties for a variety of applications in
technical industries (e.g. circuitry, energy harvesting/storage, etc.) and medical applications (e.g. bioelectronics for sensors, tissue
scaffolds for tissue engineering, etc.). This Research Topic collects articles that report advances in chemistry (e.g. design and
synthesis of molecules with various molecular weights and structures); physical chemistry and chemical physics, and
computational/theoretical research (e.g. to push the boundaries of our understanding); chemical engineering (e.g. design,
prototyping and manufacturing devices); materials scientists and technologists to explore different markets for the technologies
employing such materials, the organic bioelectronics field and green/sustainable electronics.
Organic and Physical Chemistry of Polymers provides a thorough introduction to the fundamentals of polymers, including their
structure and synthesis as well as their chemical and physical properties. This accessible guide illuminates the increasingly
important role of polymers in modern chemistry, beginning with the essentials, then covering thermodynamics, conformation,
morphology, and measurements of molar masses; polymerization mechanisms, reaction of polymers, synthesis of block and graft
polymers, and complex topologies; and the mechanical properties, rheology, polymer processing, and fabrication of fibers and
films.

Covers the following topics: Strategies; Intumescence: Mechanism studies; New intumescent polymetric materials; Flame
retarded intumescent textiles; Intumescence - an environmentally friendly process?
Viscoelastic behavior reflects the combined viscous and elastic responses, under mechanical stress, of materials which
are intermediate between liquids and solids in character. Polymers the basic materials of the rubber and plastic industries
and important to the textile, petroleum, automobile, paper, and pharmaceutical industries as well exhibit viscoelasticity to
a pronounced degree. Their viscoelastic properties determine the mechanical performance of the final products of these
industries, and also the success of processing methods at intermediate stages of production. Viscoelastic Properties of
Polymers examines, in detail, the effects of the many variables on which the basic viscoelastic properties depend. These
include temperature, pressure, and time; polymer chemical composition, molecular weight and weight distribution,
branching and crystallinity; dilution with solvents or plasticizers; and mixture with other materials to form composite
systems. With guidance by molecular theory, the dependence of viscoelastic properties on these variables can be
simplified by introducing certain ancillary concepts such as the fractional free volume, the monomeric friction coefficient,
and the spacing between entanglement loci, to provide a qualitative understanding and in many cases a quantitative
prediction of how to achieve desired results. The phenomenological theory of viscoelasticity which permits interrelation of
the results of different types of experiments is presented first, with many useful approximation procedures for calculations
given. A wide variety of experimental methods is then described, with critical evaluation of their applicability to polymeric
materials of different consistencies and in different regions of the time scale (or, for oscillating deformations, the
frequency scale). A review of the present state of molecular theory follows, so that viscoelasticity can be related to the
motions of flexible polymer molecules and their entanglements and network junctions. The dependence of viscoestic
properties on temperature and pressure, and its descriptions using reduced variables, are discussed in detail. Several
chapters are then devoted to the dependence of viscoelastic properties on chemical composition, molecular weight,
presence of diluents, and other features, for several characteristic classes of polymer materials. Finally, a few examples
are given to illustrate the many potential applications of these principles to practical problems in the processing and use
of rubbers, plastics, and fibers, and in the control of vibration and noise. The third edition has been brought up to date to
reflect the important developments, in a decade of exceptionally active research, which have led to a wider use of
polymers, and a wider recognition of the importance and range of application of viscoelastic properties. Additional data
have been incorporated, and the book s chapters on dilute solutions, theory of undiluted polymers, plateau and terminal
zones, cross-linked polymers, and concentrated solutions have been extensively rewritten to take into account new
theories and new experimental results. Technical managers and research workers in the wide range of industries in
which polymers play an important role will find that the book provides basic information for practical applications, and
graduate students in chemistry and engineering will find, in its illustrations with real data and real numbers, an accessible
introduction to the principles of viscoelasticity.
This five-volume handbook focuses on processing techniques, characterization methods, and physical properties of thin
films (thin layers of insulating, conducting, or semiconductor material). The editor has composed five separate, thematic
volumes on thin films of metals, semimetals, glasses, ceramics, alloys, organics, diamonds, graphites, porous materials,
noncrystalline solids, supramolecules, polymers, copolymers, biopolymers, composites, blends, activated carbons,
intermetallics, chalcogenides, dyes, pigments, nanostructured materials, biomaterials, inorganic/polymer composites,
organoceramics, metallocenes, disordered systems, liquid crystals, quasicrystals, and layered structures. Thin films is a
field of the utmost importance in today's materials science, electrical engineering and applied solid state physics; with
both research and industrial applications in microelectronics, computer manufacturing, and physical devices. Advanced,
high-performance computers, high-definition TV, digital camcorders, sensitive broadband imaging systems, flat-panel
displays, robotic systems, and medical electronics and diagnostics are but a few examples of miniaturized device
technologies that depend the utilization of thin film materials. The Handbook of Thin Films Materials is a comprehensive
reference focusing on processing techniques, characterization methods, and physical properties of these thin film
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The International Conference on “Times of Polymers (TOP) and Composites” was held in September, 2008 (IschiaItaly). This was the fourth of a series of biennial work shops on “polymers timescales” resulting from a joint initiative of
the Second University of Naples-SUN and the University of Naples Federico II. Scientists from chemistry to physics to
engineering areas formed a homogeneous community as the contributions, even if spanning very different topics,
subtend the concept of timescale of polymer based materials. In all, about 150 papers were submitted by scientists from
all over the world. The conference is organised in oral sessions subdivided into three main general topics, namely:
Timescales of Polymers (TP), Composites and Nano-Composites, Polymer Chemistry and Physics which included the
following sub-topics: Viscoelasticity, Glassy State, Thin Films, Blends, Organic Electronics: OLED, OTFT, Polymer-based
Sensors, Industrial Rheology, Durability/Degradation, Polymer Processing, Tissue Engineering, Foams, Biomaterials,
Cultural Heritage, Fracture and Yielding, Properties Modelling. This book is organized in a way that the sequence of
papers complies with the structure of the conference with many papers selected from the general poster session. The
first part of the book spanned over the timescales of polymers in absence of chemistry-driven phenomena. The time
dependent behaviour of several classes of polymers was tackled from different perspectives, from soft matter physics to
structural design approach. The second section was mainly devoted to the different aspects that influence the response
properties of Nanocomposites as well as structural composites. Many papers focused on the promising perspectives of
carbon nanotubes, organically modified clays and metallic nanoparticles based polymers. Theoretical as well as
experimental approaches were extensively addressed. The third section was devoted to the chemistry-induced physical
changes in polymers. From optical properties to biocompatibility a wide range of systems was presented. The book is coedited by Alberto D’Amore and Domenico Acierno, the co-chairmen of the conference, that pre-screened the submitted
papers for topical applicability and by Luigi Grassia that, with his invaluable support, rendered realistic carrying out the
book within a very “narrow timescale”.
The papers presented at the 2nd International Conference of "Times of Polymers – TOP", a biennial meeting of a number
of scientists working within the area of timescales of polymers with respect to processing properties, structure and their
mutual relationships.
The use of reactive polymers enables manufacturers to make chemical changes at a late stage in the production
process—these in turn cause changes in performance and properties. Material selection and control of the reaction are
essential to acheive optimal performance. The second edition of Reactive Polymers Fundamentals and Applications
introduces engineers and scientists to the range of reactive polymers available, explains the reactions that take place,
and details applications and performance benefits. Basic principles and industrial processes are described for each class
of reactive resin (thermoset), as well as additives, the curing process, and applications and uses. The initial chapters are
devoted to individual resin types (e.g. epoxides, cyanacrylates, etc.); followed by more general chapters on topics such
as reactive extrusion and dental applications. Material new to this edition includes the most recent developments,
applications and commercial products for each chemical class of thermosets, as well as sections on fabrication methods,
reactive biopolymers, recycling of reactive polymers, and case studies. Injection molding of reactive polymers, radiation
curing, thermosetting elastomers, and reactive extrusion equipment are all covered as well. Most comprehensive source
of information about reactive polymers Covers basics as well as most recent developments, including reactive
biopolymers, recycling of reactive polymers, nanocomposites, and fluorosilicones Indispensable guide for engineers and
advanced students alike—providing extensive literature and patent review
Mobility Gradient of Polystyrene in Films Supported on Solid Substrates, by Yoshihisa Fujii, Hiroshi Morita, Atsushi
Takahara and Keiji Tanaka Probing Properties of Polymers in Thin Films Via Dewetting, by Günter Reiter Heterogeneous
and Aging Dynamics in Single and Stacked Thin Polymer Films, by Koji Fukao, Takehide Terasawa, Kenji Nakamura,
Daisuke Tahara Heterogeneous Dynamics of Polymer Thin Films as Studied by Neutron Scattering, by Rintaro Inoue and
Toshiji Kanaya
This book has emerged out of our long-time research interests on the topic of latex film formation. Over the years we have built up
a repertoire of slides used in conference presentations, short courses and tutorials on the topic. The story presented in this book
has thereby taken shape as it has been told and re-told to a mix of academic and industrial audiences. The book presents a wide
body of work accumulated by the polymer colloids community over the past five decades, but the selection of examples has been
flavoured by our particular experimental interests and development of mathematical models. We intend the book to be a starting
point for academic and industrial scientists beginning research on latex film formation. The emphasis is on fundam- tal
mechanisms, however, and not on applications nor on specific effects of formu- tions. We hope that the book consolidates the
understanding that has been achieved to-date in the literature in a more comprehensive way than is possible in a review article.
We trust that the reader will appreciate the fascination of the topic.
Since the introduction of FT-NMR spectroscopy around five decades ago, NMR has achieved significant advances in hardware
and methodologies, accompanied with the enhancement of spectral resolution and signal sensitivity. Rapid developments in the
polymers field mean that accurate and quantitative characterization of polymer structures and dynamics is the keystone for
precisely regulating and controlling the physical and chemical properties of the polymer. This book specifically focuses on NMR
investigation of complex polymers for the polymer community as well as NMR spectroscopists, and will push the development of
both fields. It covers the latest advances, for example high field DNP and ultrafast MAS methodologies, and show how these novel
NMR methods characterize various synthetic and natural polymers.
The International Conference on “Times of Polymers (TOP) and Composites” was held in September, 2008 (Ischia-Italy). This
was the fourth of a series of biennial work shops on “polymers timescales” resulting from a joint initiative of the Second University
of Naples-SUN and the University of Naples Federico II. Scientists from chemistry to physics to engineering areas formed a
homogeneous community as the contributions, even if spanning very different topics, subtend the concept of timescale of polymer
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based materials. In all, about 150 papers were submitted by scientists from all over the world. The conference is organised in oral
sessions subdivided into three main general topics, namely: Timescales of Polymers (TP), Composites and Nano-Composites,
Polymer Chemistry and Physics which included the following sub-topics: Viscoelasticity, Glassy State, Thin Films, Blends, Organic
Electronics: OLED, OTFT, Polymer-based Sensors, Industrial Rheology, Durability/Degradation, Polymer Processing, Tissue
Engineering, Foams, Biomaterials, Cultural Heritage, Fracture and Yielding, Properties Modelling.This book is organized in a way
that the sequence of papers complies with the structure of the conference with many papers selected from the general poster
session. The first part of the book spanned over the timescales of polymers in absence of chemistry-driven phenomena. The time
dependent behaviour of several classes of polymers was tackled from different perspectives, from soft matter physics to structural
design approach. The second section was mainly devoted to the different aspects that influence the response properties of
Nanocomposites as well as structural composites. Many papers focused on the promising perspectives of carbon nanotubes,
organically modified clays and metallic nanoparticles based polymers. Theoretical as well as experimental approaches were
extensively addressed. The third section was devoted to the chemistry-induced physical changes in polymers. From optical
properties to biocompatibility a wide range of systems was presented. The book is co-edited by Alberto D'Amore and Domenico
Acierno, the co-chairmen of the conference, that pre-screened the submitted papers for topical applicability and by Luigi Grassia
that, with his invaluable support, rendered realistic carrying out the book within a very “narrow timescale”.
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